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1. Pseudepigraphy - a moral problem?

1.  The Issues

If the point of this study on the Ethics of Jude and the Petrine letters is simply to analyse academically the
moral teaching in three ancient documents, then “pseudepigraphy” need not worry us unduly.  Whoever
wrote them, this is what they have to say, and (perhaps) this is the convention of authorship that they were
writing under.

 

If, however, we wish to accept these documents as in some way normative for our moral life, as authoritative
and indeed inspired scriptures of the Christian church, then we are faced with a moral dilemma.  Can we
take as authoritative, generally, something which claims to be what it is not, and can we, specifically, accept
moral advice from something which is morally flawed ~ at least by modern conventions of morality relating
to authorship?

 

In I & II Peter and Jude these questions are particularly pointed, since (unlike, say, the Gospels of Mark and
Matthew, or the letters of John) each makes a specific claim to authorship.  It is not that the church made a
best guess at authorship some time in the second century and (conceivably) got it wrong.  Our answer to the
question is complicated by texts within Jude itself (vv.13,14), for the author quotes, apparently as genuine, a
saying of Enoch from an apocryphal book attributed to him, and probably cites another apocryphal book, the
Assumption of Moses, though the relevant part of that text has not survived independently (v9).

 

Pseudepigraphy literally means “false writership”, but we do need to ask a number of questions before we
assume that this is or was an outright deceit.  (We do also need to ask whether in the three cases we have in
mind it was actually practiced at all ~ but that is a separate question!).  Firstly, how did the original readers
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and writers understand authorship?  Would they have accepted, or even expected, a convention of
pseudepigraphy, or would they have called it forgery outright?  And were there (are there still) a range of
intermediate practices such as “ghost writing” which they recognised, without being as precise about them as
we expect now?

 

A claim that a book is pseudepigraphical can arise simply out of academic scepticism ~ an ex hypothesi

presupposition in some German 19th cent. scholarship that NT documents must be very late, for instance,
and therefore not by the named author ~ or it may be that two documents allegedly by the same author
exhibit a different style, or ideological interest.  Differences in the ideological interest of two documents do
not necessarily point to different authors unless there is outright contradiction, since one person may wish to
deal with very different issues in the separate documents.  As for style, in our case scholars detect a
difference between I and II Peter, and also ask whether a Galilean fisherman could write with the polished
literary qualities found in both letters, especially parts of the second.  They also ask whether people of such
eminence in the early church would draw so heavily on another's writings (whichever way the dependence
goes between Jude and II Peter.) 

 

Note A.             Peter's capabilities.             

I am afraid that the suggestions of what a Galilean fisherman might or might not be capable of smack of
intellectual snobbery.  Put the question another way.  What might an intelligent and highly motivated man,
from an already bilingual milieu and engaged continually in verbal communication, be capable of over
thirty years or so?  True, in various ancient texts about the canon Mark is called Peter's hermeneutes, which
can mean translator, but is this not a specific reference to the writing of the gospel of Mark, indicating that
in it Mark is acting as spokesman or interpreter of Peter's message? 

Take a more modern example:  what might a stonemason's son from the backwoods of 19th cent. rural
Dorset be capable of?  He certainly attracted criticism, but that was for the bleakness of his novels and
sometimes for the way he transcribed dialect, not for his linguistic proficiency.  Who was he?  ~ Thomas
Hardy.

 

On the question of whether someone so eminent as a apostle would draw on another's writing, again a sort
of snobbery ~ this time hagiographical ~ comes in to play.  In our specific case there are three answers. 

Firstly, it is not the work of any old writer that is being reused, whether II Peter used Jude, or vice versa. 
People of comparable “status” are involved, and we should not see the citation as one trying to bolster his
authority by using the other, but rather accepting and endorsing what his colleague has said.

Secondly, from the internal evidence, it does not seem that our authors had the same view of their “status”
as their modern critics / hagiographers imagine!  (see the “Leadership” section in the book itself.)

And thirdly, we can see in the writing of St.Paul,. who for his own reasons did need to play on his status,
that the citation of the writings (or perhaps “prophecies”) of others was not considered demeaning.  (Cf.
the “hymns” of e.g. I Corinthians 13, perhaps, or Philippians 2 v5 – 11, and the “faithful sayings” of the
Pastorals ~ which are back-handedly significant if you believe these letters to be deutero-Pauline, since the
hypothetical pseudepigrapher does not think that such a citation undermines his claim to authenticity.)

 

2.           Kinds of Authorship.

A consideration of what claimed authorship can mean may go some way to answering these points.

 

i)            The document was written (or dictated ~ the ancient world did know of shorthand ~ cf. Galatians
6;11, Romans 16;22) by the named author. 

 

ii)           It was co-authored, with more or less input by the second authors (cf. Phil 1;1, I and II Thess. 1;1 ~



note the interchange of “I” and “we” in this letter, mentioned by Walls 1959 p27.)

 

iii)          The primary Author delegated authority to a colleague to do the bulk of the writing, just as a
modern speechwriter will do the spade-work for a politician, who has indicated the outlines and the policies
then uses and owns the finished article.  The ancient world did not have word processors on which to do this,
but did use “file cards” for drafting (cf. e.g  discoveries at Vindolanda on Hadrian's Wall).  So what is the full
significance of I Peter 5;12?  (“By Silvanus, a faithful brother as I regard him, I have written …”)  Some
commentators take this to imply that Silvanus was the “speechwriter”, others reckon this turn of phrase in
ancient letters merely implies being the postman!   John Robinson suggests this is also the relationship
between II Peter and Jude, with Jude acting as Peter's speechwriter in II Pet.  (1976 pp 192f)

 

iv)          A trusted disciple (or later admirer) writes up (a) what he believes the dead named author would have
said, perhaps in changed circumstances, and perhaps on behalf of the alleged author's church.  This has
been suggested (for example) for II Peter (e.g. Bauckham, 1983, pp160ff., citing others too) and James ( e.g.
Davids, 1982 p22) with the additional suggestion (b) that “James” may be held to contain some genuine
Jacobean writing.  This can be accepted modern practice in some circumstances, with more or less editorial
input;  again to cite John Robinson, he made arrangements for his last work ~ well on its way to completion ~
to be published after his death.  (1985,  p vii)  It may even be that Peter is alluding to something like this in II
Pet. 1;15.

               I note, however, that the period when such admiring “tribute letters” are claimed to have been
written is the immediate sub-apostolic age.  Of letters known to have been written in this period to deal with
contemporary issues I Clement is written in Clement's own name on behalf of the church at Rome; and
“Barnabas” is actually anonymous.

 

v)           Later admirers are not always reliable.  The second century author of The Acts of Paul claimed to be
an admirer of Paul, writing in honour of his hero.  This did not prevent him being removed from the
Presbyterate for writing what was essentially a work of fiction (Tertullian, de Baptismate xvii, cited by Green

[1968] p32).  This case is interesting, since the 2nd cent. church leaders consciously rejected a spurious
work.  This indicates that there was a presumption, at the time of the formation of the canon, that historical
truth mattered.

 

vi)          There are a number of obviously “missing” documents referred to in the New Testament;  later
writers felt the need to supply the gap, and produced III Corinthians (as part of the Acts of Paul mentioned
above), and a letter to the Laodiceans.  This latter is a short and unexceptionable string of quotations from
Paul's recognised letters. 

 

vii)         There is evidence that outright forgeries were produced by people trying to undermine Paul – if no
one else.  Paul's autograph ending to Galatians (6;11), and his strictures in II Thess. 2;2, bear witness to this,
and also to the fact that early letters of his existed (which may bear on the reference to his letters in II Pet. 3.
~ this does not necessarily demand a late date for II Pet.).  Paul, at least, took a very poor view of this
practice.

 

viii)        But publication of a work under a false name might not necessarily be an outright forgery.  It is
argued that it was a well understood literary convention, so that everyone reading the Book of Enoch knew
that it was not actually written by him (4000 years or so before!) even though it purports to record his
visions.  Such a convention may be the case with apocalyptic and other Jewish writings which use the
personae of the ancients to put forward their ideas ~ but did they use the personae of their contemporaries,
and how would that be regarded?  The people who acknowledged the canonical books as having authority
over them do seem to have applied genuine apostolicity as a test (even if, by some accounts, they were in
fact mistaken).  They were not accepting a convention of pseudepigraphy, and rejected any number of
Gospels and Acts which purported to be by apostolic authors but were not.  (Not to mention perhaps ten
letters, including some purporting to be by Christ himself)  A test case for this actually relates to alleged
writings of Peter;  Serapion, Bishop of Antioch about 180AD became suspicious about a “Gospel of Peter”
used in some of his churches, and rejected it (“as men of experience, knowing that it was not handed down



to us”) for not being Petrine or apostolic even though it bore Peter's name.

 

ix            For the sake of completeness, we might add mistaken identity.  For example the  Book of Common
Prayer Epistle for SS. Philip & James' day is the beginning of the letter of James in the NT.  Few would now
argue that the apostle St.James wrote it.  (Further, some works which are actually anonymous, making no
internal claim to authorship (such as Barnabas, or Hebrews) raise different issues with relation to the canon,
but are not in focus here.)

 

3.           A moral evaluation?

Clearly possibilities i. – iii, and ix, do not pose the moral problems that are at issue here, while v – vii are
clearly unacceptable.  It is with possibilities iv a & b, and viii that the problems arise.  This is particularly so
as the formulators of the canon do appear not to have accepted a convention of Pseudepigraphy (at least for
contemporary writers) if they could detect it.

In connection with iv, perhaps it is the length of time between the death of the named author and the
supposed date of writing that is significant.  For a disciple of the master to write in his name a few weeks or
months after his death, when his views and his own response to a growing situation would be very fresh in
his associates' memories, does possibly seem an acceptable scenario, especially if the master's sermons, or
jottings, were at hand to shape the letter.  (And with II Peter, there is evidently the use of others' “jottings”,
though what is identifiable is not Peter's but Jude's) It is perhaps an extension of the practice noted in iii. 

As the length of time after the master's death grows longer, the honesty of such a practice seems to me to
grow less.  Thus I find it difficult to see in the same light the efforts of a member of some putative “Petrine
Circle” to write for a new situation, some fifteen years after his death, as quite so legitimate, however well
intentioned and however much he was acting as spokesman for the Petrine church.  (As proposed by e.g.
Bauckham, 1983, p161f)  It feels like a kind of special pleading, to preserve apostolicity and legitimate
canonicity for something which is not quite the real thing.  Perhaps that is just my gut feeling, which the
ancient world with possibly different views on authorship and copyright would not have felt.  In such sub-
apostolic new situations, however, the definite examples we have are I Clement (a named non-apostolic
author), Barnabas (anonymous) and Hermas (named, non-apostolic, but not a letter).

 

Note B.            Jude, Enoch and Moses.

But does Jude's use of Enoch &c. suggest a different outlook, or does his use of non-authentic
books raise doubts about his own propriety? 

The books of Enoch are a collection of Jewish and possibly Christian visionary literature, some of
which are found in the Dead Sea Scrolls, and vary in date from the second century BCE through to the
Christian era. 

Enoch is clearly an antediluvian character, and if Jude recognised this writing as an acceptable
pseudepigraph that cannot be taken to mean that use of a clear contemporary or near contemporary
“author” would also be acceptable for a pseudepigraph. 

 

It does, however, appear that he treats the text as a valid prediction, though whether he would
have said, “Enoch really wrote this,” or that “Someone was inspired to know what Enoch said and saw,” or
simply, “This is inspiring (or inspired) pious fiction, from which we should take warning.” we cannot tell. 
Similarly, Jude's use of the Assumption of Moses in v.9, reads as if it is understood as historical, but it
could be the use of an inspiring and commonly accepted fiction to make a moral point.  (Similar legends
also surface in Rabbinic literature relating to Deut. 34)  He lived in an age which did not have the sense of
depth and change through history which we have.  The Rabbis, for instance, speak about Abraham as if he

thought like a 2nd century Rabbi.  So he may have accepted “Enoch” as somehow historical ~ though
against that is the way in which, apparently, Enochite literature continued to be produced, with perhaps

Christian input, into the 1st cent.

But, apart from the fact that they are actual quotations of Jewish sources, how are these two
references different from the unattributed legend in v.6, which says far more than Genesis 6 v1-4, or from



several other New Testament citations or allusions? 

In the letter to Titus, a Cretan poet is cited as an authority, at least for what Cretans might think
about themselves (ch1 v12).  Luke reports Paul as making similar use of another Greek poet at Athens (Acts
17 v28).  Paul makes use of the Jewish legend, not found in the Old Testament, that the Torah was
mediated by angels (since God is himself unseeable) to make significant points about the superiority of the
Christian revelation (Gal. 3 v19, cf Acts 7; vv38, 53 & Heb. 2 v2.) 

In all these cases the significant thing is not the veracity or otherwise of the story, but the more ad
hominem point made towards Paul's or the others' detractors using their own literature or commonly
accepted ideas.  Jude may be more explicit in his use of apocryphal material, but he is not unique in the
New Testament.  These are the kind of stories which Jude's correspondents (and their oppressors) know,
and lo and behold, the false leaders are exposed by these stories as well as more conventional scripture. 

So, in the end it is not Enoch which is inspired or authoritative, but (to draw on Plummer's
comments in St.James and St. Jude, Expositors' Bible, Hodder & Stoughton 1891, pp. 417ff., p436) Jude
and the use he makes of the narratives.  Inspiration does not necessarily preserve from a mistaken analysis
of historicity, but  “God has been pleased to employ an unexpected instrument, and has made known
fiction the means of proclaiming divine truth.”  Enoch is a book of earnest moral fervour about a moral,
ruling God, and is congruent with Jude's interests and concerns.

 

4.           But are our texts pseudepigraphical or not? 

I suggest that the correct procedure in such cases is to assume innocence ~ viz., that the prima facie
claim is genuine ~ until guilt is proven.  The compilers of the canon do seem to have applied broadly the
same criteria that we do to the “signed” work of named authors. 

 

4.1        I take the letter of Jude to be by Jude ~ the brother of James the Just, and half-brother of Jesus. 
(Though Plummer advances “Judas of James” from the Lukan lists of the apostles;  Lk 6, Acts 1)  Since we
have very little other information about him, it is difficult to disprove or prove either assertion, ~ there is no
other undisputed writing of his the style of which may be compared ~ though we may ask whether either was
well enough known in the early church for a pseudepigrapher to hijack his name for his purposes.  Only if
something about his letter can be shown clearly to be anachronistic could we definitely state that it is not by
him.  Can, for instance, his heretics be equated with any second century gnostic group?  Simply, no.  His
criticism of them ignores key features of developed Gnosticism.  (cf. Bauckham, 1983, p11-15)  Does his
reference to “the faith once delivered to the saints” (v3, cf v20) imply a late “catholic” view?  Well, Paul in
Romans speaks in comparable terms of a body of teaching linked with commitment to Christ  (ch.6 v17), and
of a faith which is obeyed (Rom 1 v5).  Does his reference to recollection of “the apostles” words in v.17
imply that his correspondents now live in a post-Apostolic age?  No:  only that they received warnings from
the apostles (whether the word means “Apostles” or simply missionaries) who first evangelised them, and
those warnings still stand, whether it is after half a decade, or a couple.  Nothing in the letter requires a date
after the latest time that a half-brother of Jesus could have written.

 

4.2        I stated baldly in the book that I take I Peter to be by the apostle Peter.  This is widely though not
universally accepted.  Arguments against such authorship based on the quality of Peter's Greek were stronger
before the extent of Greek penetration in Galilee was recognised.  (After all, Peter's brother had a Greek
name.)  I commented briefly on Peter's potential as a linguist earlier on this web-page.  The suggestion in
Papias and other early sources that he needed a “hermeneutes” or interpreter itself needs careful
interpretation.  The involvement of Silvanus, in any case, suggests that Peter could have had a “sub-editor”,
so that the letter's style may not prove anything.  Though it is missing in the “Muratorian Canon” ~ an early
listing of accepted NT books ~ this may be due to the fragmentary way in which that text has been handed
down to us.  Eusebius records that I Peter's authorship was never doubted in antiquity.  Suggestions that I
Peter is too “Pauline” for Peter to have written it depend on assumptions about Paul's relations with the rest
of the church, and about how much common material there was in the ambience (See in the book, re.

Selwyn's commentary), which derive as much from 19th century constructs as from 1st century evidence.  The
balance seems in favour of I Peter being genuinely Petrine

 

4.3        With II Peter we are on different ground.  Eusebius records doubts, based on others' suspicions (he does not



say whose), though the majority of his contemporaries accepted it.  Jerome also records others' doubts, based on style,
though he himself accepted the letter. 

The fact that there is a great deal of 2nd cent. and subsequent pseudepigraphical and heterodox
Petrine material cuts two ways.  Perhaps this is yet another example of such literature (despite its orthodoxy)
~ but then, the fact that it survived the scrutiny which rejected other “Petrine” texts might encourage greater
confidence in it. 

The personal reminiscence which is so explicit in II Peter also raises doubts.  It is just such a thing
that a pseudepigrapher would do, say the critics.  It is just such a personal recollection that Peter would use
to silence the myths of the heretics, say the traditionalists.  It's damned if you do, and damned if you don't! 
And it is worth noting that in I Peter also there are passing allusions to the real Peter's experience.  Such
direct reminiscence does not prove pseudepigraphy!

 

4.3.1    Doubts centre on style, content, and date. 

The content is set by the circumstances of the letter and the author's choice, not by his eye for what
future generations might think about who he was.  Indeed, it could be argued that a pseudepigrapher is
more likely to copy the content of his model (hypothetically I Peter) than to depart radically from it.  So
different content is not a definitive proof of different authors.

Style is perhaps more significant, but given the possibility ~ if not the probability ~ of different
“hermeneutai” for the two Petrine letters, the reality of the one mind behind both becomes more
understandable.  This explanation satisfied Jerome.

 

Dating is perhaps the crucial test.  If features of II Peter cannot be dated until after Peter's death in
about 65AD then clearly he did not write the letter.  The key features are the reference to “all” Paul's letters (II
Pet. 3 v16) and to the death of the fathers (ch. 3 v 4 ~ understood to refer to the first generation of
Christians.  Eg. Bauckham, 1983, p158, 290)  It is argued that this must imply a date late enough for Paul's
letters to be collected, and for the first Christian generation to have fallen asleep.

I am not convinced.  The reference to Paul's letters seems to me to be this:  Peter's correspondents
are aware of a letter of Paul's to them, from which the false teachers have drawn incorrect conclusions.  The
false teachers may claim to know more of Paul's writings.  Despite their Pauline connections, the letter's
recipients are not au fait with all Paul's letters;  there is not yet a generally circulated collection, though
Peter, possibly (but not necessarily) from his personal acquaintance with Paul and Paul's own complaints, is
more aware of the extent of Paul's correspondence and its misuse.  He tells his correspondents that they are
not alone in having Paul's difficult letters and ideas misinterpreted to them.  But that does not require a
formal collection;  Romans 6 v1 implies a similar situation, as also, possibly, does II Timothy 2 v18.  For Peter
to be writing to a Pauline church might imply that Paul is already dead (though II Pet. 3 v15 does not require
that.  And note too that for Peter to write about his own imminent death in ch. 1 v13f does not indicate that
it was actually imminent, only that he thought it was ~ it had been threatened as early as 42AD ~ Acts 12 ~
though it probably happened 23 years later.)  

               Nor am I convinced by arguments from the passing of the first Christian generation.  If “the fathers”
of ch. 3 v4 does refer to the generation of the apostles, the argument that this must mean all that generation
are as good as gone is spurious.  Once again, dramatic deaths of apostles (again cf. Acts 12), or of Jesus'
half-brother James, could have provoked such doubts as early as 42AD, or 62ad.  Paul's remarks in I Cor. 15 v
51, or I Thess. 4 v13ff. indicate that the death of believers posed problems as early as the 50s AD

               However, despite arguments to the contrary, it seems to me that “the fathers” are, as in normal
Jewish usage, the heroes of Genesis, and what the scoffers are saying is “Where is this Christian promise of
Christ's return?  OK, Christ came, but the way this world is has not actually changed since the patriarchs'
passing, or even since creation.”  Peter's response citing the Flood makes best sense in that context.  Clearly
that does not require a date after the death of the last apostle!

 

II Peter ~ in conclusion

               If, therefore, the reasons for dating II Peter after Peter's death in 65 or thereabouts are not
convincing, the strongest reason for doubting Peter's authorship is also unconvincing.  That is not the same,
logically, as saying that he did write it, but it becomes more possible and more likely.  It remains my working



hypothesis.

 

Acknowledgement and further reading.

               Clearly there is a great deal more that could be said in this connection.  I refer readers particularly
to the relevant sections in Bauckham (1983), Guthrie (New Testament Introduction, Hebrews to Revelation,
Tyndale, London 21964, and New Testament Introduction; The Pauline Epistles, Tyndale, London 21963
pp282 ff) and Robinson (1976) whose suggestion that Peter's speechwriter was in fact Jude opens interesting
possibilities.

 

2. Petrine Ethics. E 144  Ethics or Orders?

 

Forsome modern ethicists there is something lacking in moral teaching and thinkingwhich is not
“autonomous”, but is dependent on an authority figure, on revelation, or some other source different from
the moral conscience of the agent.  Houlden discusses this in the first chapter of his Ethics and the New
Testament, and McIntyre explains the brevity of his treatment of Christianity in A Short History of Ethics (RKP
London 1967) on these grounds.

 

But is this a fair criticism of Peter and Jude, or of New Testament ethics in general?  I suggested in looking at
the ethics of James ((Grove, E 124, p3f) that Ethical teaching can range from “battlefield orders” based on the
teacher's authority, through explanation and encouragement to follow instructions or a code, using various
criteria such as natural order, an instinct for right, temporal or eternal consequences, a sense of the common
good, the following of exemplars, the establishment of a moral character, or the exercise of an informed – or
inspired – conscience shaped by guiding principles (such as agape).  Does a writer train his readers to think
for themselves, or does he try to build a moral community which will shape its members lives?  How do I & II
Peter and Jude fare when set against these criteria?

 

At first glance Jude is least likely to meet these criteria for “autonomy”.  He
certainly does not work independently of divine teaching or sanction.  He does,
however, encourage his readers to think through their situation for themselves (not
just to take his word for it.) (vv5a, 17)  They are part of a moral community which
should support its members in their moral struggle (vv20, 22f).  If he offers them a

guiding principle for them to experience and express it is mercy (v21) as much as agape-love.  Jude
argues his case as much through warning examples as by characters to emulate ~
though he does offer an archangel as a role-model! (v9).  As for the content of the
moral code he expects his readers to know what is expected of them (v3).  The way
he makes his case seems non-ethical, but that is perhaps because of what we
expect from moral discourse, as distinct from how a 1st cent Jew ~ or for that
matter, a Cynic philosopher ~would handle it.  We are used to “ethics” as a civilised
academic discipline.  For Jude, and also in II Peter, it could be a matter of diatribe ~
satire and irony, trying to make their readers see that a particular line of conduct
now was comparable to classic errors in history:  you may think that these people
have a great insight into the modern predicament, but think about it:  they are no
better than Balaam, who took a back hander for uttering the required kind of
prophecy, … (v11)  This is the ethical style of Spitting Image, not some Royal
Commission, but is no less ethical for that.  (Indeed, some of Jesus' parables use
irony to invite people to think about their own, or the Jewish leaders', conduct ~
e.g. Lk.6 v41ff., ch.14 v 15-20, Matt. 23 v27,28, & much of the rest of the chapter.)

 



A similar style of discourse is found in II Peter, not least in ch. 2, which relates so closely to Jude.  The
author likewise encourages his readers to think about the implications of their faith, and of the historic
warnings against the kind of conduct he is attacking (ch.3 v1)  True, cosmic judgment is an external sanction
for their behaviour (3;11) but they should give thought to how to live in the light of such a consequence.
(3:14)  And he has already opened up to them a Christian version of the morally ideal character which
participates in divine nature (ch. 1 v4 – 8.  cf. perhaps Ephesians 4 ;13, 15, 24): perseverance in the face of
persecution (a major theme in Selwyn's catechetical material) is the meat in the sandwich of basic faith, and
Christian love for fellow Christians and agape itself, spiced with a self-control which overcomes the passion
which corrupts the world and is the source of sin and corruption.  This is not autonomous ethics, since God
and his approval are a constant point of reference, but it is conscientious ethics, centring around what
realities the readers choose to believe in and so to shape their characters by.

 

As noted in the book (p.14), as Dean Selwyn pointed out, I Peter is more of a Code of Conduct for Christians,
but even so, it is not written in a “do this or else” style, reminiscent of battlefield orders.  It is interspersed
with the reasons why this conduct is appropriate ~ to disarm critics, to “love life and see good days,” &c. 
More, we are offered some overriding principles ~ a response to the mercy of God (ch.1 v 3) or the kindness
of the Lord (ch.2 v3); a reflection “for the Lord's sake” (ch.2 v13) of the suffering submission of Christ himself
(ch.2 v21ff, ch. 4 v1f); and the responsibility to be what you are (ch. 1 v3, v13, v16,17, ch. 2 v9ff, and
possibly ch.3 v21) ~ which inform that code.  If temporal circumstances make the code daunting, or
discourage the faith which lies behind it, the eschatological hope is there to encourage and embolden (ch. 1
v7,9, v13, ch. 4 v7, ch.5 v10) even if it is less prominent than in II Peter.

Selwyn noted that Peter's code of conduct was less comprehensive than its Jewish or Pagan counterparts – or
we might add than some modern professional codes!  It allowed (he suggested) more scope for Christians to
work out for themselves how to live in their particular circumstances.  “… bless, for to this you have been
called …” (ch. 3 v9).  I am not sure that it can be proven whether this latitude for the conscience was Peter's
deliberate intention, or merely a consequence of the space Peter gave himself in a general letter.

So, once again, we are not reading autonomous ethics, nor an ethic which appeals to moral order in creation
or in the mind of man, but one in which the readers are invited to look at the practical reasons (and the
eternal consequences) which attach to the code of conduct Peter urges them to follow and which is based
around the example and teaching of Jesus.  This is neither Spitting Image, nor a Royal Commission, but
perhaps it is ACAS, with explanations and motivations and a very special test case!

 

Return to Ethics series


